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Greetings,

The much-heralded 21st century has
arrived. And while there is still debate
about when the millennium starts
} an. 1, 2000 or Jan. 1, 2001-it is
clearly a time to reflect and review. As
a history major at EMU, I learned to
value our heritage and the lessons of
the past.
The 1900s saw much conflict: two
world wars, the Korean War, the
Vietnam War, the Gulf War and
numerous deadly battles. In health
care, we have seen the eradication of David p Artley (BA '72)
polio and the measles, and the rise of
HM Os and HIV. In communications, we have seen the world shrink
due to TV, fax, the Internet and e-mail. We saw the dawn of the nuclear
age, people on the moon and deep space exploration.
Throughout the 1900s, EMU grew and matured. In fact, EMU just
completed its 150th anniversary. That indeed is a noteworthy event.
And if the 1900s brought change, the 2000s will bring quantum
changes and we need to be ready. Our alma mater is getting ready for
the challenges and opportunities.
We survived Y2K because we planned ahead. Noting that the body of
knowledge doubles every 600 days and that three of four jobs that
exist in the year 2025 have yet to be invented, we must stay involved
with Eastern Michigan where the leaders of the 21st century are being
groomed, taught and nurtured.
We all received an excellent education at Eastern Michigan. We cannot
just promise educational opportunities; we must commit sweat equity
to make them happen. The educational future is depending on each of
us. Step up and be involved at EMU wherever you can. Renew your
commitment today to our alma mater. Don't be a statistic, make a
difference.
Passionately Green,

David P. Artley (BA '72)
President, EMU Alumni Association
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Serious Play

EMU's Center for Creativity and Innovation
by Linda Rider, office ofpublic information

"This is Walter Di Mantova and I'm away from my desk right now

changing the world. Leave a message and I'll get back to you." Beep.

Sounds like a bit much? Sounds like an unlikely voicemail message?

Sounds, well, just not what you're used to hearing? Then, it's perfect

because shaking it up, creating new paradigms, thinking out of the box

- whatever buzzwords work for you - is what EMU's newly-formed
Center for Creativity and Innovation (CCI) is all about.

The innovator behind that voicemail - Walter Di Mantova - heads

up EMU's Centers for Corporate Training, home to a group of centers

and business-related training programs. Under his leadership, the CCT's

Center for Qyality has not only secured top ranking as the provider of

training for the current quality standard (IS0-9000), the CCT itself
became certified. It's the first unit in a public university in North America

to receive the designation. And while other award-winning programs
are establishing CCT as a leader in organizational safety issues, quality

and risk reduction, the Center for Creativity and Innovation is designed

for risk-taking.

"This center is philosophically counter to staying within a safety zone

to solve problems," said Di Mantova. "Rather, the CCI exists to help
organizations and individuals remove barriers to their creativity in order

to problem solve. It's fundamentally a different model of the way people

and organizations operate."
Walter Di Mantova, director ofEMU's
Centers for Corporate Training, heads up
the center's newest creation, the Center for
Creativity and Innovation (CCI).

The CCI is an interdisciplinary training and consulting unit as well

as a catalyst for the development of undergraduate and graduate courses,

certificates and programs, according to Di Mantova. It's also designed

to network those involved in funded research on creativity, innovation

and change.

Chris Foreman, associate professor in EMU's Communication and

Theatre Arts Department, has teamed up with Di Mantova through an
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internship arrangement to help spearhead the CCI. Her background
in corporate training, along with her organizational communication
and creativity and communication classes, are a natural fit for the
development of the center. Foreman is in the process of designing
another creativity class: creativity, tools and techniques.
"At least 90 percent of what a child does is totally original and
creative,"she said. "By the time we hit second grade, it falls to 20
percent and when we reach adulthood, the creativity factor stands
at about two percent. W hen a student gets to the business world,
creativity is usually buried to the point that most people don't even
think of themselves as creative beings."
It's not unusual for a business today to be faced with the need to
reinvent itself in order to survive. In a recent study by the Innovation
Network, CEOs identified the capability to produce original
solutions to problems as the number one challenge for businesses
today. Creative problem-solving training was a bargaining issue on
the table during the latest UAW contract negotiations and the
educational community has emphasized that the students of the
future must be able to not only learn but also think in novel and
exciting ways.

Center for Creativity and
Innovation's Mission

Communication and Theatre Arts associate
professor Chris Foreman has teamed up with
Walter Di Mantova to spearhead the CCI. Here
Foreman juggles some props used in her classes on
creativity.

• to help individuals and organizations better use
creativity as a part of managed change and as a
method to increase flexibility and
competitiveness;
• to infuse the study of creativity, innovation and
change into undergraduate and graduate
curricula;
• to create an environment for cooperation
around funded research on creativity, innovation
and change.
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EMU's Centers for Corporate
Training (CCT)
Nationally recognized as one of the
most successful university-based
training operations, the CCT centers
are dedicated to issues to the future
of organizations of all sizes in all
industries.
· The Center for Organizational Risk
Reduction (CORR} provides more
than 30 occupational health and
safety programs to reduce the risk of
injury or death in the workplace. CORR
specializes in hazardous materials
handling and waste operations,
incident command, confined space
operations, rescue from heights and
fall protection and many related areas.
· The Motor City OSHA Training
Institute Education Center partners
with the UAW to provide OSHA
certified training for general industry
and construction.The institute is
developing web-based courses in
order to reach thousands of potential
students and works with CORR to
provide specialist certificates to health
and safety professionals.
· The Center for Quality (CFQ) offers
more than 50 programs in quality and
productivity improvement, systems
and standards, statistical and other
quality methods, and both open
enrollment and on-site programs.The
CFQ is an internationally recognized
provider of quality systems training
and consulting.
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"Our approach is to remove barriers to creativity," said Di Mantova.
"There are a lot of pro-active companies, but their response rate is so
small that they're not changing fast enough and dramatically enough.
If a company wants to put a new mass-produced car on the road that
will really generate interest, we have to know that we're not looking at
just another Chevrolet or Toyota that's been upgraded. We want to see
real change. So we look at the physical environment, management
practices, technology and communications. Transformational change
has to be the result of a lot of things happening at the same time."
Primary customers for CCI services are individuals and organizations
undergoing rapid change. The center is focusing on industries such as
automobile manufacturers and suppliers, high-tech companies in
computer hardware and software markets and health care providers and
is designed to benefit employees at all levels. Discussions with the Big
Three and the UAW have uncovered strong interest in short-term
training programs on individual and organizational creativity for large
numbers of employees.
Di Mantova's graduate level creativity and technology class and
Foreman's creativity and communication class are currently offered
through Continuing Education's weekend university program. "Our plan
is to offer three new courses online next year with the long-term goal of
an online certificate in creativity," said Di Mantova.

Participants at an EMU deans and department heads meeting take part in
breaking down barriers to creativity.

Other activities include pro bono seminars for EMU groups such as

deans and department head meetings and departmental creativity

sessions. Faculty from many departments are participating in the

development of CCI. Consultants, trainers and other creativity experts
from the private sector, along with an advisory board with membership

from within and outside EMU, are supporting the ongoing process of

the center.

Today CCI is funded by the Centers for Corporate Training and

EMU's Extended Programs office. It is slated to become an autonomous,

University-wide organization by the end of fiscal year 2001-2.

Meanwhile, Di Mantova and Foreman are planning for a June 2000

move of the center into a newly created space in Boone Hall. They, of
course, are looking for furniture prototypes from manufacturers so the

physical environment will promote creativity and, what they refer to as

'serious play.'

"We have idealistic visions, realistic strategies and intend to have fun

doing it," said Foreman.

For more information about the Centerfar Creativity and Innovation,
call 734/487-1242.

• The Center for Management and
Leadership (CML) provides cutting
edge training to cutting-edge
corporations in areas as diverse as
quality management, plastics
technology, skills development and
career planning, and program
development and evaluation.The CML
has administered more than 20
Michigan Jobs Commission grants
benefiting Michigan's expanding base of
high-growth and high-technology
corporations.
· The Skills Enrichment Programs (SEP)
at EMU have improved the computer,
mathematics, and foundation skills of
hourly employees for Ford Motor
Company and the Chrysler Corporation.
The EMU SEP manages 13 skills centers
throughout Michigan.
• The Center for Emerging Software
Technology (CEST) offers training,
consulting and on-site services in
object-oriented languages, C++, Java,
HTML and E-commerce. CEST also
partners to provide training and
consulting on a wide range of Enterprise
Resource Planning programs.
• The Center for Creativity and
Innovation (CCI) is an evolving
collective of trainers, consultants and
thinkers dedicated to helping
individuals, groups, teams and entire
organizations transform themselves.
Through training, consulting, coaching
and partnering, the CCI unique systems
approach brings together change in
planned environments, technology,
management, leadership and strategy to
create the future of new business.
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By Sherylfames ('73, '74)
It was that time of year again, when
MSU and U-M were to face off on
the football field. Everyone was
caught up in the big rivalry. Some of
my neighbors flew green flags, others
blue. My husband was following his
brother's lead as a State fan. People
drove around town with those little
window flags and drank out of State
or Michigan coffee cups. Even my
children came home with State versus
Michigan breakdowns of their respective student
populations.
And, by habit, I'm afraid to say, I joined right in. Go
State! I yelled. Anybody but Michigan!
But then I realized: Wait a minute. I didn't go to U
M. I didn't go to State, either. My husband didn't go to
these schools. Neither did many people hanging out those
flags. And I bet only a fraction of the parents of my
children's classmates went to either school.
So why were we all rallying behind one or the other?
Why are we buying trinkets and towels with their logos?
I looked at my children, raised my chin and announced:
'Tm not cheering for either Michigan or State. I went to
Eastern! Go Eagles!"
W hy do just two Michigan universities get so much
attention on fall Saturdays, to the almost total exclusion
of other great schools - most notably EMU?
You can come up with some traditional answers: We
aren't in the BigTen; we don't win as much; we are smaller.
But in fact, EMU is plenty big enough with 25,000
students to warrant loyalty. And not all schools that get
attention are big. MSU and Michigan have had their share
of mediocre teams, notwithstanding their tremendous
budgets.
The real answer is pretty simple: It's propaganda.
Indoctrination.
People who go to MSU and Michigan actively,
constantly, it seems, cultivate identification with their
schools. People who wanted to go to those schools do
the same thing.They buy their babies little U-M or MSU
get-ups, decorate their house (my brother-in-law, an
MSU grad, has a green-and-white bathroom), and start
telling their children from conception that U-M or MSU
is the greatest school this side of Star Wars.
I think we do some of these things at EMU - but not
nearly enough. It's as if we have relegated ourselves to
the second tier, along with Western Michigan University,
Northern Michigan University, Central Michigan
University, and a host of other great schools. W hen is
6

the last time you went to MC
Sporting Goods and found an EMU
t-shirt? But you can sure find MSU,
Michigan, Notre Dame and the other
name schools none of us have ever
thought about attending.
I think it's time we at EMU declare
this fan thing a monopoly, and break
it up.
We have to begin at the beginning,
with the offspring. My own
identification with EMU dates back to visiting the
campus with my older sister. Of the five children in our
family, four of us attended and/or graduated from EMU.
I remember looking down at Downing Hall, past a field
where now stands Pray- Harrold. She later bought us great
EMU sweatshirts and had bumper stickers on her cars.
That was a good seed, but I admit that MSU and
Michigan soon crowded that early picture right out of
my Saturdays as other family members followed those
old traditions. But soon enough, I found myself attending
EMU - along with my best friends, lots of people from
my graduating class and my soon-to-be husband.
Still, as I left college and pursued my career, I forgot
about EMU but kept up with the Spartans and, by default,
Michigan, who are on television whether I want them to
be or not.
But my return after 10 years out of Michigan brought
me back to EMU, and into our faithful alumni
department. Since then, I've gotten "Green Fever", of an
Eagles variety.
I've already taken my children to several Homecoming
games and basketball alumni/game functions. They've
been on campus several times and both have EMU shirts.
My husband has EMU shorts, and I have my EMU
pennant in my office.
I check scores of games that I don't attend, and
otherwise talk about Eastern Michigan in the context it
deserves - as an excellent institution of higher learning, a
place I want my children to attend. Not MSU. Not
Michigan. Eastern.
And from now on, if you ask me about Spartans or
Wolverines, I will launch into discourses about ancient
Rome or mean little, furry animals.
But ask me about Eagles, and I'll make sure to let you
know they are big massive guys who wear green-and
white jerseys and annihilate their opponents, or tall men
and women who wear green-and-white jerseys of other
sports who also annihilate their opponents, and that they
simply, in my daughter's words, Rule.

RE GENT P R O F I LE

Regent Michael f Morris
by Dana Aymond, secretary to the Board

o Regents

Regent Michael Morris (BS '69,
court hearings, he discovered that
MS '73) is a man who wears many
many lawyers did not understand
hats and likes to be in the middle
the science side of the cases they
of things. Currently he is wearing
were trying.
the hat of chairman, president and
Morris enrolled at the Detroit
CEO of N ortheast Utilities. By the
College of Law and commuted for
end of this year, he will wear the hat
four years to its night school
of president of Consolidated
program while he was managing
Edison's holding company and will
the environmental department for
be able to switch on lights from
American N a tional Resources.
New Jersey to Canada. Con Ed will
ANR owned Michigan Consol
be the largest utility in the nation,
idated Gas Company, W isconsin
serving six and one half million
Gas Company and the Michigan
people.
W isconsin Pipeline. In 1988, he
As a student coming out of high
joined Consumers Power as
school, Morris wanted to be a
president of the natural gas division.
biology teacher. His father sent him
In 1994, he was named president
to Eastern Michigan because it was
and chief executive officer of
the best teachers' college in the
Consumers Power. Then in 1997
nation. During his freshman year
he was recruited away by Northeast
in 1965, he lived in Buell Hall and Regent Michael Morris (BS '69, MS '73)
Utilities in Hartford, Conn. W hen
pledged Delta Sigma Phi fraternity.
Consolidated Ed ison recently
He served as a resident adviser at
agreed to purchase N o rtheast
Buell during his sophomore year, and welcomed the free Utilities, Morris was selected to wear his most important
room and board.
hat so far.
Morris attended Eastern during the Vietnam War era,
Although he works in Connecticut, Morris still
and was required to enroll in ROTC. He completed the considers himself a Michigander and commutes to his
first two years during his undergraduate years, and then, home in Northville every weekend. He even finds time
following completion of his Bachelor of Science degree to work the chains at his youngest son's football games.
in 1969, enrolled in graduate school and advanced ROTC.
When he was asked by Governor Engler in 1997 to
He also got married during his senior year to Linda become a member of the Board of Regents at Eastern
Lindstrom, who was a freshman at the time. They have Michigan, he saw that as an opportunity to do something
been married now for 31 years. Linda also was studying positive for the school he felt he owed so much to. "Being
to be a teacher.
on the Board is very important to me," he said, "because
Morris went through boot camp at Fort Riley, Kan., my college years were a time when I learned a great deal
served as ROTC brigade commander during his last about what I could possibly become. I had many
semester of graduate school, accepted a U.S. Army encouraging professors such as former president Harold
Reserve Commission and served six months of active duty Sponberg, Dr. Herbert Caswell in biology and Dr.
as part of the field artillery branch at Fort Sill, Okla.. Ronald Collins in chemsitry, who now serves as provost.
Having completed his Master of Science degree in 1973, They all gave me an incredible amount of encouragement
he was ready to look for a job. As a result of the passage and I owe a great deal to Eastern Michigan. I am trying
of the National Environmental Policy Act in 1969,
to pay that back by caring about the school and helping
"ologists" had a lot more options than just teaching. it move forward to a successful future."
Morris accepted a position as an environmental consultant
Eastern Michigan is very fortunate that one of the
a t Comm onwealth Associates, where he wrote many hats Michael Morris wears is that of Regent of the
environmental impact statements. As a witness at many University.
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Business Grad Leads Franchise
by LoriJo Kleindienst ('94)

How do you "position yourself for happiness"?
According to Jean Wessel Templeton (BS '58), you must
be willing to re-invent yourself and seize the opportunities
that come your way. During the course of her life,
Templeton has been a student, bookkeeper, wife, mother,
community leader, and the president of a very successful
company. She has performed each role with enthusiasm
and determination.

Although Templeton held several part-time jobs while
attending Eastern Michigan University, she enjoyed
college life and was an active part of the campus
community. At EMU, Templeton was the business

manager of the yearbook and involved in the Business
Club, Delta Zeta sorority, and Pi Omega Pi, the national
business education honorary. Templeton says that her
bachelor of science degree, with a major in business and

a minor in English literature, helped prepare her for the
many responsibilities she has assumed. Templeton says
she will "always be grateful for the splendid education"
she received at Eastern Michigan University and that
her professors took a personal interest in her
achievements. Templeton mentioned several of her
former teachers by name and has remained in contact
with Normajean Anderson, a retired business professor.
Following graduation, Templeton worked briefly as a
bookkeeper at Tyner Furniture. Shortly after, she moved
to Miami, Florida, and became an Eastern Airlines
stewardess and later an instructor at the stewardess school.
She met and married Fred Wessel while living in Florida.

In 1966, the two moved to Alabama to pursue their dream
of owning their own business. Wesfam Restaurants, Inc.
(the name being a combination of Wessel and Family)

opened the third Burger King franchise in the state of
Alabama and one of the first 200 Burger King restaurants
in the world. Fred and Jean worked together to build
8

jean Wessel Templeton (BS '58), president of Wesfam
Restaurants, Inc., manages 26 Burger King.franchises from
her office in Huntsville, Alabama.
their business. Templeton was an active participant in
Wesfam Restaurants, acting as the bookkeeper.
Their business grew, as did their family. After the birth

of their three children, John, Tristenne, and James, Jean
focused on raising the family and volunteering in the
community. Her leadership and contributions were
recognized in 1995 when she was named the recipient of
the Grace Award given bi-annually to an individual who
has made a significant difference in the community. "I've
been blessed," states Templeton, "and I wanted to give
some of that back to my community." In addition, she
found her volunteer efforts a stimulating and rewarding
intellectual outlet. "If you can motivate people to work
for free and to volunteer their time, you can use those
same skills to motivate people in the workplace," according
to Templeton.
The skills Templeton learned while earning her business
degree, and honed in her leadership roles in the

community, served her well when she later took over the
presidency of Wesfam Restaurants. In 1995, Jean's
husband died unexpectedly. She was left with the decision
of selling the company, hiring someone to oversee it, or
stepping in as president herself She chose to assume the
presidency and was determined to carry on the successful
tradition and practices of her late husband. Since that
time, Wesfam has built nine more restaurants, bringing
the total number ofWesfam Burger Kings to 26.
Templeton's dedication to education and lifelong
learning is apparent in many aspects of her life. She
attended an intense Advanced Management Program at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. There,
she, along with 3 1 other business people, including
presidents and vice presidents of major corporations across
the country, focused on various aspects of managing a
business. They developed their skills in strategic planning,
finance and accounting, operations strategy, and human
resource management. Templeton encouraged her
children to earn college degrees and is a member of the
Calhoun Community College Foundation Board in
Alabama.
Templeton's willingness to grow and learn is apparent.
She believes that the furthering ofyour education allows
you to expand your horizons. "You don't get old when
you are always open to new ideas," she stated. When she
was faced with the daunting task of running a major
corporation, Templeton simply asked herself, "Why not?

Her commitment to her family, community, and
employees has been recognized by many. Under her
leadership, Wesfam Restaurants has continued to thrive,
and in November 1998 Templeton was named franchisee
of the year for a five-state region. Templeton has met
the challenges of owning and managing a company in a
changing economy and will continue to do so into the
21st century.
Keep in touch,]ean Wessel Templeton!

Let's Keep in Touch!
With 1 16,420 alumni located across the United States and in
other parts of the world, it is our goal at the Eastern Michigan
University Office for Alumni Relations to help you keep in touch.
During the past 1 50 years, our graduates have had successful
careers,exciting hobbies and unusual pastimes. As a community
of EMU graduates, we thought you might be interested in what
your"neighbors" are doing. If you know a graduate you think
you might enjoy reading about in an upcoming issue of
Connection magazine or someone who would like to be
interviewed for our new upcoming feature,Let'.s Keep in Touch!,
please call or write the Eastern Michigan University Office for
Alumni Relations, 13 Welch Hall, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197, 734/4870250. E-Mail: alumni.relations@emich.edu
Let's Keep in Touch!

Your Alumni Website

http://www.emich.edu/public/alumni
E-Mail: alumni.relations@emich.edu
What can you find on the
website?
• alumni membership and chapter
information contacts
• e-mail co 1: nection for your alumni
reservations
• alumni events calendar
• web links to EMU's home page
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Coverly's
Dreams
Come
True with

Speed

Bump

Cartoonist Dave Coverly (BA '87} in his Ann Arbor, Mich., studio.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
by Linda Rider, office ofpublic inf ormation

SPEED BUMP

Dave Coverly

D

ave

Coverly

(BA ' 8 7 ) has

Times in Dublin.

one of those

His award-winning car

eternally youth

toon was first picked up by

ful faces that makes you re

Los Angeles-based Creators

ally want to be a kid - for

Syndicate in 1 9 9 5 . And

ever. At age 35, his boyish

American Greetings recently

wide smile, slim build and

decided to expand its distri
bution of Speed Bump greet

engaging enthusiasm are
reminiscent of Mayberry
RFD. But he's not all inno
cence and naivete. His wit

ing cards and calendars to
nationwide chains like Kmart
and Target.

sneaks up on you, infused

"Getting syndicated is

with a certain wisdom that

kind of like hitting the lot

only life experience can

tery," said Coverly. "It was the

bring.
nation can be seen daily in his

most exciting thing that's
happened to me profession
ally."

one-panel cartoon, Speed

"That first year of syndi

Bump, carried in 200 news

cation usually determines

papers, including The Wash
ington Post, Toronto Globe

whether you'll be long-term
or not," he said. "If you're not

and Mail, the Detroit Free

in 50 papers or more, it's re

Press, the New York Post, the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, In-

ally not worth your time and
effort. When you get over

Coverly's winning combi
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dianapolis Star and the Irish

--

Dave Coverly

PEED BUMP
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that 100 mark, it legitimizes
you and being there a year or
two is a real good sign."
However, like most "over
night sensations," Coverly's

Speed Bump evolved via a lot
of head bumps, serendipity
and hard work.
As an elementary and high
school student, he often day
dreamed and doodled carica
tures in class. "In fifth grade,
I was sure I wanted to be a
cartoonist," he said. But as he
grew older, those dreams di
verged.
T h e single-panel sage
came to Eastern Michigan
University in 1983 on a ten
nis scholarship, majoring in
imaginative writing and phi
losophy.
"I would say I was an av
erage tennis player on a me
diocre team," h e laughed
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"Getti ng syndicoted is kind of
l i ke h itting the
lottery, it was the
most exc iting
th i ng that's
happened to me
profess ional ly."

-.�-�

Dave Coverly

(BA '87)

near his parent 's home. He

rience. "But it was division

The Echo accepted both

cartoons: Coverly's single

also became engaged to his

one tennis. It was great com

panel Preen and Crane's strip

wife, Chris, and was offered

petition." He wrote short

The Mortals. Still best friends
today, Crane, went on to be
come a labor lawyer in Wash
ington D.C. and was best
man at Coverly 's wedding.
Following graduation
from EMU, Coverly 's quest
for his creative niche contin
ued. He went on to a creative
writing graduate program at
Indiana University. "I
thought I wanted to be a
writer around age 21," h e
said. "I was pretty full of my
self. But it eventually became
clear that I was probably the
worst writer in the grad pro
gram."
As a part of that program,
Coverly accepted a summer
internship at a public rela
tions firm in Kalamazoo,

a job with the firm. "They

about his EMU tennis expe

story fiction for the student
literary publication, Cellar
Roots, helped organize the

Democratic Socialists Club,
remembers being asked to
read at an honors symposium
and spent the fall '85 semes
ter in England. It was there
that Coverly met and roomed

with Martin Crane (BS '86).
And it was that meeting that
rekindled h i s interest in
cartooning.
"He (Crane) was cartoon
ing and saw my book open
with my cartoons," said
Coverly. "After that, we were
inseparable, collaborated all
semester and decided to sub
mit our cartoons to the East

ern Echo when we returned."

asked me to stay and dangled
money in front of me. So I
decided to stay and quit
school," he said. "By Christ
mas, I was fired. In retro
spect, I was 22 and had no

clue."
But, Coverly hasn't been
one to let a few bumps in life
get him down. Because the
longevity of his fiancee's job
was also in question at the

time, the couple decided to
pack it up and h ead to
Bloomington. "Chris got an
awesome job and I returned
to grad school," Coverly said.
"I brought my cartoons with
me from the Echo and began
doing the same thing at In

diana University. As I was
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realizing that I wasn't a good
writer, cartooning was mak
ing a lot more sense."
While still in his MFA
program, Coverly drew edi
torial cartoons for the
Bloomington Herald-Times.
His panel won numerous na
tional awards and cartooning
became his priority. H e
changed to a part-time stu
dent status, and eventually
graduated with his MFA
from Indiana while building
his reputation as a profes
sional cartoonist.
Coverly says his cartoons
are always thought up in a
one-panel daydream, not in

a progressive strip style. "I get
ideas from paying attention
to common knowledge," he
said. "There has to be a com
mon truth to it, like losing
glasses or leaving an iron on.
"It's rare that I get an 'ah
ha' moment," he said. "When
I draw, I do the panel in
bunches. It's so easy when
I'm daydreaming. When I'm
on track, I'll usually do three
at a time.
Speed Bump was named
Best Newspaper Panel by the
National Cartoonists Society
i n 1 9 9 5 at the Reuben
awards-the Oscars of car
tooning-and later won an

award for greeting cards in
1997. The Reubens (named
for Rube Goldberg) are voted
on by peers and the award
events are attended by"every
body you see in the paper,"
according to Coverly.
"This is a life that affects
your job directly. You really
are limited as a cartoonist
until you've lived a little bit
oflife. It's not enough just to
be weird," he said. "The
weirdness has to have a con
nection to others."
Today, Coverly lives on
Ann Arbor's (Mich.) old west
side, a neighborhood with a
kind of hippie-new age
Mayberry RFD bent. His
studio is a spacious, light
filled attic on the top floor of
a home he shares with Chris
and their two daughters, 4
1/2 years and 4 months. The

studio walls are lined with
cartoon originals from
Charles Schultz' "Peanuts,"
Dan Piraro's "Bizzaro," Jim
Unger's "Herman," Brian
Bassett's "Adam" and others.
Many evenings in the studio
are spent with Coverly cre
ating next week's series with
daughters bathing and rub
ber duckies floating in the
claw-foot bathtub in a cor
ner of his studio. He expects
to have a lifetime of material
ahead of him and plans on
making others laugh as his
lifetime profession.
Seems like an idyllic set
ting, doesn't it? Writing and
drawing about funny things
in life, in your home, close to
those you love. Well, Coverly
is the first to agree that it is.
"I love what I'm doing," he
said. "It's a blast."

Coverly's
s ing le panel
cartoon
Freen, ran i n
the Eastern
Echo during
1986 -87.
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ontinuing Education
Urban Teacher Certification Program Receives Creative Programming Award
by Kirk M. Carman {'93, '95), continuing education

Eastern Michigan University's Urban Teacher
Certification Program recently received a creative
programming award from Region IV of the University
Continuing Education Association.
Founded in 1915, the University Continuing Education
Association is among the oldest college and university
associations in the United States. As the principal U.S.
organization for continuing higher education, the association
assists institutions ofhigher learning and affiliated nonprofit
organizations to increase access through a wide array of
educational programs and services. UCEA also provides
national leadership in support of policies that advance
workforce and professional development. Since its inception,
the association has been committed to making higher
education available to everyone, as well as to ensure that
programs and services address societal needs and economic
trends.
The award was presented during the UCEA Region IV
Conference's Celebration of Excellence Awards and
Reception held in October at the Indiana Capitol Building,
Indianapolis, Ind.
EMU's Urban Teacher Certification Program is a post
baccalaureate program for non-certified Detroit Public
Schools teachers who hold a bachelor's degree in a teachable
major or minor. The goal of the program is to provide non
certified teachers with the opportunity to complete a set of
required courses and field experiences while they remain
employed in the Detroit Public Schools. Upon completion of
all specified program requirements and passage of state tests,
participants will become eligible for Michigan certification
and permanent employment in the school district.
Courses are offered in the Detroit area and all field work
can be completed in the Detroit Public Schools System while
participants are on the job. Potential students are identified
at informational meetings within the Detroit area. Students
are admitted after a satisfactory review of their credentials
and application to the program.
David Wagner (MA '98), manager of the Detroit
Metropolitan Regional Center for Continuing Education,
said the need for the program came about as a result of the
shortage of qualified teachers in urban areas, resulting in
many non-certified individuals working as full-time teachers
in the Detroit Public Schools on an "emergency substitute
in regular position (ESRP)" basis.
"A recent mandate of the Detroit Public Schools to hire
1 ,000 new teachers placed an even greater demand on the
already depleted supply of qualified teachers," said Wagner.
The program, which is currently forming its fourth cohort
of students, is expected to continue to be in high demand
due to ongoing retirements of a large population of older
teachers within the district.

Dr. Robbie Johnson

Dr.Jerry Robbins

Dr. ]aclynn Rogers Tracy

David Wagner

Wagner said requests have been received from other
Michigan school districts to replicate the program. The
requests are currently under review pending faculty
availability.
"Other institutions in reasonable proximity to school
districts with problems similar to those in Detroit will find
the Urban Teacher Certification Program a manageable
protocol for replication," he said. "The program is critical
to the development of certified minority educators in the
Detroit area because of its unique design. In turn, the
individual development of the current generation of students
is enhanced."
The Urban Teacher Certification Program was founded
by Dr. Robbie Johnson, recently retired from her position
as associate dean for the College of Education. Advisory
committee members include: Dr. Carolyn Finch, associate
dean, College of Education; Dr. Barbara Gorenflo, associate
director, Office of Academic Services; Dr. Sylvia Jones,
associate professor, Department of Teacher Education; Dr.
Jerry Robbins, dean, College of Education; Dr. Alane Starko,
department head, Department of Teacher Education; Dr.
Jaclynn Tracy, coordinator of off-campus programs for the
College of Education and associate professor, Department
of Leadership and Counseling; and David Wagner, manager
of the Detroit Metropolitan Regional Center, Continuing
Education.
For more information on the Urban Teacher Certification
Program, call EMU-Livonia at 877/818-4368.
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NIVERSITY NEWS
John W. Porter College of Education Building
Celebrated

H

omecoming is always a special time on
campus and especially so this year as
EMU celebrated its sesquicentennial.
During the festivities, the University officially
celebrated the opening of the John W. Porter
College of Education Building at a ribbon
cu tting ceremony Friday, Oct. 8. Former
President John W. Porter cut the ribbon as
(from left) Jerry Robbins, dean of the College
of Education; Ronald W. Collins, provost and
vice president for academic affairs; John
Herrygers, senior project manager for the
Christman Company; Philip A. Incarnati (BBA
'76, MBA '82), chair of EMU's Board of
Regents; EMU President William E. Shelton;
and student body president Tracy Sturdivant
looked on.
O'Connor Named Professor of the Vear
By Kate Linblade {'99), office ofpublic
infarmation

E

astern Michigan University's
Bernie O'Connor has many
titles.
In addition to being the assistant
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences at EMU, he also is a priest,
lawyer and mediator.
Add one more to the list: professor
of the year.
O'Connor, who has been at EMU
since 1994, has been named the 1999
Michigan Professor ofthe Year by the
Council for the Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE). The
1 9 9 9 CASE award, which was
announced Oct. 22 in Washington
D.C., is sponsored by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching.
"I'm very thankful to those kind
enough to want to see me honored
in this way and deeply com pli
mented," said O'Connor.
O'Connor said that several people
were responsible for the nomination
14

Bernie O'Connor

including Elizabeth Johnson, teacher
education; Michael Harris, political
science; Martha Tack, educational
leadership; and President William E.
Shelton.
"Father Bernie is one of the most
caring, outgoing, giving people I have
ever met," Tack said. "He is solely
committed to the students he works
with, both in the classroom and out
of the classroom through his advising.

I think he is deserving of any award
we can give him.
"We talk about teaching and
learning and Bernie does it," Tack
said. "This just gives us more fuel for
the fire in our quest to be the best
teaching and learning institution in
the country."
Originally from Nova Scotia,
Canada, O'Connor said he has
always loved teaching.
"Teaching is to impart what you
love to whom you love. I t's a
wonderful gift to work with students.
I just love them," he said.
O'Connor, who has eight degrees,
teaches courses in political science,
religion, English, business and
mediation. He refers to his teaching
philosophy as the "interdisciplinary
empowerment initiative" and said
that he tries to empower students
through many areas of education and
academic involvement.
O'Connor views himself as a
natural teacher.
''.At some point you come to your
inner 'espirit.' Everywhere I go I'm

counseling or advising someone. It's
intrinsic to my nature," he said.
O'Connor is currently teaching a
variety of graduate and under
graduate courses and conducts
general advising for the College of
Arts and Sciences.
In September, O'Connor was
honored with the 1999 Rowman and
Littlefield Award for Innovative
Teaching in Political Science.
The Rowman and Littlefield
Award, presented at the American
Political Science Convention in
Atlanta, Ga. , recognizes political
scientists who have developed effective
new approaches to teaching in the
discipline. O'Connor was selected from
a pool of more than 15,000 members.
"I believe being selected for this
award helped me in the Carnegie
award process," said O'Connor.
O'Connor is an expert in
mediation, serves on the Michigan
Board of Ethics and was a Rhodes
Scholar nominee in 1973. He won
the National Distinguished Program
Award for the mediation program he
developed at EMU.
O'Connor has a bachelor's degree
from St. Francis Xavier University, a
master's d egree from Creighton
University and a law degree from the
University ofTennessee.

Sherzer through the 1960s, it was
taken down in the mid '60s and
stored in the basement of Pray
Harrold. The reason it was removed
from campus is unknown.
The sundial was given a second life
when
the S esqui centennial
Community Committee, with the
guidance of Ron Miller, proposed
that the sundial be restored and put
back on campus.
The final obstacle in getting the
sundial back on campus was finding
the money to restore it.
M i ller took the idea to the
committee and one of the members,
Dr. Jerry Lamb, said that he would
raise it.
Lamb's gesture was more than a
simple good gesture of volunteerism.
Lamb's grandfather was William
Hittell Sherzer, who served as the
head of the science department at
Michigan State Normal School from
1895-1932. Sherzer was a nationally
distinguished science professor who
led, on behalf ofthe Smithsonian and
National Science Museum, a number

of fi eld studi e s focused on
anthropology.
"It means a lot to me because I
have watched the University grow
from a teacher's college to a world
recognized in stitution," Lamb said.
Lamb said that one of his fondest
memories of his grandfather was
attending Roosevelt elementary on
campus and going to lunch with his
grandfather at the faculty/staff
cafeteria, which was located in the
basement of Roosevelt.
" We have always been extremely
proud of our grandfather," said Lamb.

Class of 1908 Gift Rededicated

By Ward Mullens, office ofpublic
tnfarmatton

A

lthough you can't set your
watch by it, a sundial
rededicated Oct. 9 does mark
at least two special points in EMU
history.
The sundial, which sits in front of
Sherzer H all, was presented to
Michigan State Normal School by
the Class of 1908.
"Campus artifacts are rare at
Eastern," President William E .
Shelton told the crowd during the
rededication ceremony Oct. 9. "This
unique sundial provides us with an
opportunity to showcase EMU's
heritage to future generations."
The sundial is well-traveled .
Although it stood on the east side of

o

of

EMU President William E. Shelton (left) and Dr. jerry Lamb rededicated the
f
Class 1 908 sundial infront Sherzer Hall at Homecoming.
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NIVERSITY NEWS
One for the books! Yee earns
j in the state, but the organization can
Michigan's Librarian of the Year Award
only be as good as its members," said
Ijy Kate �inbfade, office ofpublic
Yee.
t1iformation

I

n typical librarian style, Sandra
Yee would probably rather not
have much fuss made, but admits
that it is nice to know that her career
has not gone unnoticed.
Yee, head of Eastern Michigan
University's Bruce T. Halle Library
and L earning Resources and
Technology, was named Librarian of
the Year by the Michigan Library
Association for her distinguished
contributions to the library, her local
and regional libraries and outstanding
contributions to many state programs.
Yee has served with Morell Boone,
dean of Learning Resources and
Technology, for many years and has
been a key player in the library's
technological development for more
than 15 years.
"The Halle library has allowed us
to do some really exciting things to
enhance our services. We have a
variety of people committed t o
making the service t o faculty, students
and staff our top priority," said Yee,
who earned her· bachelor's and
master's degrees from Western
Michigan University and her
doctorate from the University of
Michigan.
"She was the unanimous choice of
the faculty for the department head
position. She's so good at working
with people to get things done," said
Boone.
Though actively involved in the
university setting, Yee holds a variety
of posts with organizations such as the
Michigan Library Association,
Michigan Library Consortium and
the OWLS Region of Cooperation.
"It's important to be active not only
because you can shape what happens
16

The Brighton ( Mich. ) Public
Library has benefited from Yee's
assistance. She helped form the
"Friends of Brighton Library" to
purchase additional resources for the
building. The Brighton Library has
grown to five times its original size
and is now a district library.
Yee also has shepherded major
growth with E MU's library. The
Halle library has opened the doors
for many new enhancements, and is
a far cry from the EMU library Yee
came to in 1982.
"This new building has allowed us
to better serve our clients and it was
fulfilling to see it happen," said Yee.
Over the past 17 years, Yee said she
has enjoyed a close working
partnership with Boone.
"He's a visionary and inspires me
to think 'outside of the box.' It's been
great and I've appreciated every
minute," said Yee.

Sandra Yee
Boone agreed that they "work well
as a team to accomplish great things
for the students of EMU."
"It's easy to be happy here and I enjoy
coming to work everyday," said Yee.

he Foundation
New Direction for Hospitality
in Michigan
by Nancy J Mida ('72), EMU Foundation

The hospitality industry in southeast Michigan is
seeing tremendous growth, and EMU's H otel and
Restaurant Management Program (H&R M) hopes to
see its graduates leading the way.
Nearly 100 guests gathered at Eagle Crest Conference
Center recently to preview Eastern Michigan's program,
review plans for program expansion, and meet many of
its current faculty and students. Among the guests were
representatives of Marriott, Holiday Inn, Motor City
Casino, Bill Knapps Restaurants, Hobart Corporation,
Sysco Food Services, local entrepreneurs and others in
the hospitality and food service business. The reception
was co-sponsored by the EMU Foundation.
EMU offers the only comprehensive program in
hospitality management in southeast Michigan. This
program has been serving the growing industry since 1990
and its graduates are highly sought for management
positions.
The program plans to double the number of graduates
entering the field, offer more scholarships and modernize
existing facilities to be comparable with those in use in
the industry. Funding is being sought so that instruction
can be offered via technology to sites off-campus.
"The biggest impact of the program's growth will be
expanded l earning opportunities for students at all levels,"
said Pauline B uchanan, associate professor in the
Department of Human, Environmental and Consumer
Resources. "Increased teaching methodologies for faculty
across the curriculum will be another positive outgrowth,"
she added.
H&RM students learn specialized aspects of the
industry, and benefit from a strong business component,
which is an integral part of the program. They also learn
from a series of inc reasingly more responsible
"externships" with participating industry partners.
Program planners hope to offer more of these valuable
externships, add more industry partners and develop on
site learning opportunities.
Industry partners will benefit from the increase in
skilled applicants who are industry-savvy and from the
opportunity to preview potential employees. Eastern plans
to serve the industry further with focused graduate
research on solutions to industry problems, such as guest
service and satisfaction, employee availability and training,
equipment and systems, and energy and waste
management.

From left: Patti Hagopian, (MA '91), representing
Continental Food Service; Health and Human Services
Dean Elizabeth King; and Verena Ward, a student in the
Hotel and Restaurant Management Program enjoyed the
reception at Eagle Crest Conference Center.

Center: Kristin Stel(jes and Tom Formsma, representing
Bill Knapps Restaurants, talk with students in the Hotel
and Restaurant Management Program.
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Women's Soccer

Dreams Come True for EMU
by Mikki Mentzel {'02}
Sports Editor, Eastern Echo

Winning the Mid-American Conference championship game 0-0 (5-3 on
penalty kicks) in front of 475 fans and against Miami University, was a great
way for the Eastern Michigan women's soccer team to pay tribute to their
late coach Paul Scicluna.
The game was tied, 0-0 going into halftime.
The game was tied, 0-0 going into the first overtime.
The game was tied, 0-0 going into the second overtime.
The game was tied, 0-0 going into the third overtime.
The game was tied, 0-0 going into the fourth overtime.
The game was tied, 0-0 going into the shoot-out. World Cup
all over again.
With nine minutes remaining in the third overtime, Miami
coach Bobby Kramig went up to coach Scott Hall who was
standing on the sidelines at mid-field.
Kramig put his arm around Hall and said: "Can you
believe this game's still going on?"
Taking the first kick for the Eagles was junior
forward Rachel Schmidt. The kick was good.
Taking the first kick for the RedHawks was
freshman forward Danielle Berkmeier.
The kick was good.
Taking the second kick fo r the Eagles was
freshman midfielder JoAnne Saltsman.
The kick was good to the bottom left corner.
Taking the second kick for the RedHawks was
senior defender Katie Cleverdon.
The kick was no good, the ball hit the top left of
the cross bar and bounced out.
Taking the third kick for the Eagles was
sophomore forward Amanda Kulikowski.
The kick was good to the upper left side.
Taking the third kick for the RedHawks was
sophomore defender Julie Grosso. The kick was
good to the left.
Taking the fourth kick for the Eagles was senior
midfielder Robyn Maples. The kick was good to
the left side.
Taking the fourth kick for the RedHawks was
junior midfielder Katie Barth. The kick was good
to the upper left side.
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The EMU women's
soccer tea1"'l celebrates a

"I knew before the game no one
was going to score on me. It's
just a sixth sense I have."
- Sarah Wi/Lis, junior goalkeeper

Going into the fifth and final attempts, EMU had the
lead 4-3 in penalty kicks. If they made it, they won, if not
Miami would have a chance to tie, again.
Taking the fifth kick for the Eagles was junior
midfielder Tracy Deeter. The kick was good to the bottom
left of the net.
"I was just hoping it went in," Deeter said. "You go
with your first instinct and what happens happens. It was
fate today."
Both teams played hard the entire game. Eastern (173-2, 10-1-2 MAC) began to look a little tired during the
third overtime, but they had enough to keep themselves
in the game.
"I knew it was going to be a good game," Kramig said.
"I knew all along this championship would be played
between the best two teams. It was a great showcase for
MAC soccer. Both teams played quality soccer."
E MU junior goalkeeper Sarah Willis had nine saves
while her counterpart, Kimberly French had seven, whose
team finished 16-4-0, 10-4-0.
"She's (Willis) huge," Hall said. "She had two or three
breakaways where she just came out and smothered
them."
Willis was not thrilled with her shootout performance.
"I really wanted to save one of those PK's," Willis said.
"In the PK situation the goalie is always the loser, so first
I said a little prayer and just went out there and tried.
The whole game I just felt in a zone. I knew before the
game no one was going to score on me. It's just a sixth
sense I have."
She added that she played most of the game with a
"splitting headache."
"I try to intimidate the other player," said Willis,
referring to blocking penalty kicks. She was happy her
team was able to come through for her.
"Thank God, because I didn't come through on the
PK's for my team. They came through and got all five."

At each break in between regulation and the overtimes
Hall told his team "This is the one. We're going to do it
this time," Willis said.
Hall said he was a bit nervous when a shootout became
evident. "I wish I could say I was a genius," he said. "But
we didn't even practice penalty kicks. I was a little nervous
at the end."
The one Eagle to take a PK all season was Maples.
Hall elected to have her go third because he thought the
third spot was the crucial position.
"Some kids want to take them, some kids don't," Hall
said. Getting them to the championship game was their
semifinal win against fifth-seed Ohio University (8-9-1,
6 -4-1) Friday 1 -0. In the 67th minute, sophomore
defender Kate Lewis scored the game's only goal.
"I can't even remember (how the goal was set up), I
have no clue, the game is just a blur," Lewis said. "The
wind had the goal and I had the assist.
"I went into the Port-o-John and prayed to God and
to my coach (Paul Scicluna) to let us win. This win is not
only for ourselves, but for our coach (Scicluna), too."
Miami beat second-seed Central Michigan (13-6-1,
8-4) 2-1 in the semifinals.
The game was tied 1-1 until the 88th minute when
Berkmeier scored to prevent overtime. Freshman forward
Andrea Cunningham assisted on the goal.
The women's soccer team did advance to the NCAA
tournament and had a heartfelt loss to Minnesota 2-0.
Congratulations to coach Scott Hall and his team for an
outstanding year.
Reprinted with permission from the Eastern Echo.

Visit the athletics web page at
www.emich.edu/goeagles
for updates and
sports schedules.
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Alumni Awards

The 39th Annual Alumni Awards dinner will be held
at the Y psilanti Marriott at Eagle Crest Saturday, May
13, 2000. Awards will be presented in four categories:
• Outstanding Young Alumnus/Alumna Award
• Alumnus/Alumna Achievement Award
• Distinguished Alumnus/Alumna Award
• Dr. John W. Porter Disti nguished Service Award
Nomination forms can
be obtained in 1 3
Welch Hall. Sub
mission deadline is
Friday,Jan. 21,
2000. For more
information on
alumni awards, call
the Office for
Alumni Relations,
734/487-0250.

Teaching Excellence Awards

Alumni Awards

Alumni Scholarships

In 1970, The Alumni Association Scholarship was
created to encourage the children and grandchildren of
EMU alumni to continue the EMU legacy. The
scholarship, which is only open to students who will be
enrolled as freshmen in the fall, is a $500 award, which
may be renewed for four years for the maximum
amount of $2,000. To be eligible for the scholarship,
recipients must meet the criteria outlined below:
• Applicants must be admitted to the University and
have a grade point average of 3.0 or better. All
applicants must submit a fully completed Alumni
Association Scholarship form, a written recommen
dation, an official copy of their high school tran
script and an essay of 250 words or less stating why
they feel they are uniquely qualified for this award.
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• Recipients of
the award must
enroll as full
time students
(minimum of
12 credit hours
for both fall and
winter semesters). To
renew the scholarship
annually for four consecutive years, the recipient
must maintain a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better
and be enrolled as a full-time student. Scholarship
applications are available in the Office for Alumni
Relations, 13 Welch Hall. The deadline to submit
an application is Friday, March 10, 2000.

Eastern Michigan University's Alumni Association is
proud once again to sponsor the Teaching Excellence
Awards. The awards are presented each year to recog
nize faculty members who have distinguished them
selves as extraordinary teachers. The Association is
committed to encouraging and providing incentives for
teaching excellence as the University strives to become
a premiere "learning university." Faculty members who
have held a full-time appointment at Eastern Michi
gan University for three or more complete academic
years are eligible. Individuals who have received the
award within the past five years are not eligible for
nomination.
Eastern Michigan
University alumni,
graduate students and
students who will be
seniors as ofJan. 1 , 2000,
are invited to submit
nominations to the
Teaching Excellence
Awards Committee. Nomina
tion forms can be obtained at the
Office for Alumni Relations, 13 Welch Hall. The
deadline to submit applications is Friday, March 10,
2000. The awards program will be held in conjunction
with Homecoming 2000 activities.

roadcast Notes
by Mary Motherwell, WEMU

WEMUBI

The results of webcasting WEMU
Michael G. Nastos, the evening
have been enthusiastic and encourag
jazz voice at WEMU, has served
ing, with pledges from California, New
nearly three decades in the jazz in
York, North Carolina, Florida and Vir
dustry. He has hosted the evening
ginia and daily requests and e-mail from Boston and
program for 20 years, edits the on-air and online Jazz
Toronto, among others. Some are from old friends who
Date book and produces the recorded Jazz Dateline (734are delighted that they can tune in to their favorite pub
487 -WEMU). Nastos is co-founder of the Southeast
lic radio station on the Internet and others are from new
ern Michigan Jazz Association and is a member of the
comers who have discovered that nobody programs jazz
National Music Critics Association. He has been the De
and blues like WEMU's three weekday music hosts.
troit correspondent for Cadence Magazine for the past
Music Director Linda Yohn had been hosting the
15 years and is a contributor to several national and re
morning jazz program from 9 a.m. to noon (EST) and
gional jazz publications including the original All Music
brings not only a wealth of experience as a jazz radio
Guide (Miller/Freeman, Inc., San Francisco). Nastos'
programmer but also a solid background as a jazz publi
program often features artists who are performing in the
cist in Ohio and New York, working for such luminaries
area and he has produced countless special tributes over
the years.
as George Shearing, Mel Torme, Dr. Billy Taylor, and
many, many others. She serves on the Southeastern
The talent and knowledge of WEMU's music staff is
Michigan Jazz Association board of directors and the
unparalleled in the industry. Log on to www.wemu.org
Riverside Arts Center in Ypsilanti and has served on the
and click on Real Audio to see why. Thanks to the
GraystoneJazz Museum board in Detroit. Yohn is a con
Internet and the dedication and loyalty of its staff,
tributing member to the Gavin Report and has tirelessly
WEMU is becoming a national player in the world of
pursued new and re-releases from national and interna
jazz radio.
tional record companies - resulting in a
CD library of nearly 20,000 titles - all
at no cost to WEMU.
Michael]ewett, WEMU's afternoon
jazz host, has been with the station since
1983 and attributes his interest in jazz
and blues to his grandfather and the
music of Duke Ellington, which he first
heard as a small child. He has an extensive library ofjazz and blues recordings,
some ofwhich are extremely rare.Jewett
brings energy and enthusiasm to his af
ternoon program and works hard in the
community to promote the music and
its history. He has lectured about jazz
at EMU, Wayne State University and
the University of Michigan and serves (from left) Michael G. Nastos, eveningjazz host; Linda Yohn, morning
as host and emcee for many jazz events jazz host and music director; and MichaelJewett, afternoonjazz host take
throughout each year.
time out far a photo in WEMU's music library.
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1930s

Jean V. Jolliffe Champe (BS '39) re
tired after teaching in the
Livonia Public Schools. She
resides in Livonia Mi.

1950s
James T. Murdock (BS '59, MA '66)
and M. Andrea (BS '60) (Tibble)
Murdock are both enjoying re
tirement in Athens, Ga.

1960s
Anna Belle Hunt (BBE '65, MA '67)
has retired from Whitmore
Lake High School (Mich.)
after serving 34 years as a
teacher and counselor.
George L. Schroeder (BS '66, MA '67)
has been elected to a new four
year term as director and ex
ecutive secretary of the Legis
lative Audit in Columbia, S.C.
Schroeder, who was first elected
in 1975, is the longest serving
auditor in the United States.

1970s
Ronald Jones (BA '70, MA '75) is an
American history teacher at
Our Lady of Sorrows School
in Farmington, Mich., where
he has been since 1973. Jones
also teaches part-time at adult
night school in the Farmington
Public Schools. In addition to
teaching, Jones is a seasonal
park ranger for the National
Parks Services at Scotts Bluff
National Monument in Ne
braska. He is involved with the
Sierra Club, Nature Conser
vancy and National Parks and
Conservation Association. He
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lives in Plymouth, Mich., with
his wife and son.
Stephen Jordan (BS '71) was
named to The Best Lawyers in
America, 1999-2000 for labor
and employment law. Jordan
is a partner at Rothman Gor
don, a Pittsburgh, Pa. law
firm.
Thomas Wall (BS '71, CE '73, MA '76)
is a special education teacher
in the Willow Run Schools in
Ypsilanti, Mich. H e owns
Wall's All-Star Driver Educa
tion School. He started his
school 18 months ago with
one student and today his
classes in Ann Arbor and
Brighton are "bursting at the
seams."
Mitchell Gold ;tein (BBE '72) has
been appointed an account
executive for NetPlanet, a web
development firm in Troy,
Mich. Goldstein has more
than 15 years of experience in
the graphics industry and is
responsible for shaping web
development strategies. He
and his wife reside I n
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Kathleen Spencer Gibson (BS '76, MA
'84) has been hired as the new
principal for Owen Elemen
tary School in Trenton, Mich.
Gibson was a teacher for 21
years and served as an elemen
tary principal during the last
school year.
Njoki Kamuyu (Sandra E. Jackson)
(ELPC '76, MA '77, CNCE '92) has
been inducted into the Wil
low Run School District's
Hall of Fame. Kamuyu is cur
rently a reading recovery
teacher and teacher consultant
at Willow Run's Cheney
Academy in Ypsilanti, Mich.

Alumni Spotlight
William Smart (BS '65, MA '72) retired in January as director of
the EMU physical plant after 33 years of service. He be
gan his career at EMU as a unit manager in food service
for the newly built Phelps-Sellers and Walton-Putnam
residence halls. He went on to become food ,ervice man
ager and then moved to the personnel office, where he was
appointed employee relations manager for the university.
He served at the physical plant for the past 22 years. He
resides with his wife in Ann Arbor, Mich.

Alumni Spotlight
Kenneth"Red"Simmons (BS
'33) professor emeritus,
received the "Lifetime
Achievement Award"
from the University of
Michigan Division of
Kinesiology Oct. 1 ,
1999, at a homecoming
reunion. Simmons was
inducted into the
EMU Hall of Fame in
1978. His wife, Lois
Isaacson Simmons (BS
'70, MA '74), is the first
and only woman in
ducted into the Uni
versity of Michigan Men's Hockey Hall of Fame.
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Alumni Spotlight
John J. Case (CE 76) has
been named president
of La-Z-Boy Resi
dential, a division of
La-Z-Boy Inc. As
president of La-Z
Boy Residential, Case
is responsible for
over all management
of the division, r e 
porting directly to the
executive committee
of La-Z-Boy Incor
porated. He has held
a variety of sales and
marketing manage
ment positions with
in the organization,
including national ac
counts sales manager, director cf advertising and public re
lations, director ofmarketing, and vice president of adver
tising and sales communicatior_s. He resides with his fam
ily in P lymouth, Mich.

Alumni Spotlight
Lawrence Van Oyen
(CU '85, MA '87) has
been promoted to
a tenured associate
professor position
at North Central
College in Naper
ville, Ill. Van Oyen
s e r ve s as the
college's music
department chair
and is the director
of bands. He re
ceived N CC's
Outstanding
Teaching Award
in 1997 and re
corded a CD in
1998. Van O yen,
along with his wife and daugl:ter, reside in Naperville, Ill.

Joan Bonnette (MA '82) was artist
in residence, South Haven
Center for the Arts, 1998-99.
She also exhibited at the Aus
t ralia Invitational and Woman
in Action at Casulo Power 
Stephen J. Seleske (BFA 76) is house A r t s Cent r e in
p resident and founder of Canberra, Australia. Bonnette
MGA Interior and Graphics has a studio/gallery in South
in Phoenix, Ariz. MGA is a Haven, Mich.
provider of graphic and inte
rior design services for home Freman Hendrix (BBA '82) is
builders, developers, corporate Detroit's deputy mayor and
interiors, long-term and as serves as chair ofthe new De
sisted-care facilities and hos troit reform school board. He
pitality envi ronments. The resides in Detroit with his wife
company was founded in 1979 and their two teenage chil
and employs more than 40 dren.
employees.
Jennifer Maxwell (BS '83) has been
Angela Barry Wolosiewicz (BS 76, appointed marketing supervi
MS '89) was recently certified as sor for Childtime Children's
a member ofthe American ln Centers, the nation's fourth
stitute of Certified Planners. largest provider of child care
She has been the Canton and preschool services. She
Township planner for the past resides in Berkley, Mich.
five years. Wolosiewicz served
as a coordinator for Canton's Angela Petroff (BS '85, MS '95) is
Downtown Development leaving her position as execu
Authority from 1994-99 and tive director of the Downriver
is a member of the Michigan Council for the Arts, where
Society of Planning Officials. she has served for six years.
She will manage the Canter
Constatine (Connie) Cooley (BBA 78) bury Stained Glass studio in
is a special education teacher Troy, Mich., with her hus
at the Van Buren P ub l i c ban d , glass ar tist Jeffe r y
Schools' South Middle School Warmuth.
in Belleville, Mich.
Lori Jean
Oeflein Walker
(CS '87) an
eighth grade
science
Barbara Krakow Freedman (MA '81) teacher at
had a recent painting pub Sheboygan
lished in "Creative Touch 3," Falls Middle
a book on watercolor available School, was selected as the
in Barnes and Noble book 1999 Teacher of the Year for
stores. She resides in Sun City the Sheboygan Falls School
District, Sheboygan Falls,
West , Ariz.
Wis.

Helen Oliver (MA 76) is a 30-year
veteran teacher and chair of
Clague Middle School's social
studies department in Ann
Arbor, Mich.

1980s
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Barbara Jo Clark Kingsley (CS '88,
MFA '89) has had her artwork
displayed in galleries in Ann
Arbor, Mich . , Houghton,
Mich., Huntington Station,
N.Y., and Duluth, Minn. She
resides in Huntington Station,
N.Y.
Scott Kunst (MS '88) is the owner
of Old H o u s e Gard e ns, a
mail-order plant and flower
company, which he operates
from his home in Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Steven Futrell (BBA '89) is owner
and president of Technology
Solutions, LLC. The com
pany is involved in selling, in
stalling, and servicing tele
communication equipment.
Futrell also hopes to be han
dling data equipment by 2001 .
He and his wife reside in
Livonia, Mich.
Mary McGill Kelley (MA '89, SPA '94,
Ed.D '97) has been hired as the
new principal at Hedke El
ementary School in Trenton,
Mich. Kelley was a teacher for
14 years and has worked as an
assistant principal and princi
pal in two different school dis
trict s. Kelly also was an ad
junct profe ssor at Eastern
Michigan University.

1990s
George Francis Ill (MS '90) has
joined Hillsdale County Na
tional Bank in Hill sdale,
Mich. H e will oversee day-to
day operations at the bank's
S om e r s e t C e nt e r offi c e .
Francis t eaches courses a t
Spring Arbor College and
Jackson Community College.
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Gonzalo"Gonzo" Duque (BS '91) has
been a dispatcher in Plymouth
Township for 1 1 years. He is
a communication lifeline be
tween the caller se eking assis
tance and the officer on the
street. H e has received letters
of comm e n dation for h i s
work. Duque a n d his wife
have a thre e-month-old
daugh t e r and r e s i d e in
Westland, Mich.
Tom Sorosiak (MA '91) has been
elected president ofthe Inter
national Institute of Greater
Toledo for a two-year term.
The organization works with
the Immigration and Natural
ization Service on citizenship
and translation items. He also
co-produces the radio pro
gram Melodies of Poland in
Toledo, Ohio.
Dawn England Weldt (BSN '91 )
served as president of the 8th
Annual New Year's Eve Jubi
lee in Ypsilanti, Mich. The
New Year's Eve Jubilee is a
non-profit, alcohol and drug
frce celebration featuring 40
local artists with country,jazz,
blues and children's theater.
Margaret Lynch (BS '92) has been
exhibiting with the Ann Ar
bor Women Painters and has
had open studio exhibits for
the last two years. She resides
in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Tracy Brough (BBA '95) has been
named human resources man
ager for Huron Valley Ambu 
lance of Ann Arbor, Mich.
Michelle Baker-Herring (BS '96)
won the 1999 Sallie Mae First
Year Teacher Award for the
State of Michigan. She is in
her second year teaching sev
enth grade physical science at

Alumni Spotlight
Kristen Goetz TenWolde
(BMU '91) is a h o rn
player with the United
States Air Force Band
of Flight concert band
and Huffman Prairie
Winds Woodwind
quintet at the Wright
Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio. She also
s e rves as t h e Ohio
Regional Representa
tive of the Interna
tional Horn Society
and as the band's uniform custodian. TenWolde enlisted in the U.S. Air Force
in November 1997. She and her husband, Dennis, live in
Dayton, Ohio. As an EMU student, she was awarded a
full-tuition scholarship, received the Barry Manilow Schol
arship, played a solo in the band, earned her place in the
University Honors Program and graduated summa cum
laude. Her professional credits include an Australian tour
with the Bolshoi Ballet and first-prize recipient at the Great
Lakes Horn Solo Competition, 1991.
S outh Middle S c h o ol
B elleville, Mich.
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Debra A.
Collins (BS
'96)
recently
joined the
sales t eam
as an
account
manager at
S oft Link Inc., an interna
tional full-service computer
consulting firm located in
Maplewood, Minn. Collins
will be responsible for new
client prospecting, along
with managing consulting
services for some of Soft

Link's current clients. She
resides in Minneapolis,
Minn.
Julie Strieter (BS '98, ELPU '98) is
teaching eighth grade science
in the Blissfield Community
Schools in Blissfield, Mich.
Last year, Julie taught middle
school geography, economics
and history in the Detroit Pub
lic Schools. She resides in Dex
ter, Mich.
Kimberly Hyland (BS '99) teaches
special education at the Van
Buren Public Schools' North
Middle School in B elleville,
Mich.
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Camilyah L.Johnson (MA '99) is the
new area complex director at
EMU for Jones, Goddard and
Munson Halls.
Kelly Kolakowski (BS '99) has been
hired as Genoa Township's
planning assistant in Howell,
Mich. Kolakowski is pursuing
graduate studies in urban and
regional planning at Michigan
State University.
Michelle Quarton (MSW '99) has
been promoted to early-on co
ordinator for the Oakland
School District in Oakland,
Mich.
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Dairia Ray (ELPU '99) has been
hired as an elementary school
teacher in the Lincoln Con
solidated School District
in Ypsilanti, Mich.
Phil Smith (MA '99) has accepted
a position as director of devel
opment of the Southeast
Michigan Land Conservancy
located in Howell, Mich. He
resides in Brighton, Mich.
Naomi White (BA '99) teaches
Spanish at Ypsilanti High
School in Ypsilanti, Mich.
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News About You

Awards, civic activities, promotions, and other
events that are an important part of your life are
also important to us and your fellow alumni. News
will be published i n CONN ECTION as soon as space
permits. We always appreciate receiving photos to
run with class notes.The best reproduction results
are ach ieved from black and white glossy head
shots. If you would like your photo returned, please
include a stamped, self-a ddressed envelope.

Full Name: ___

_

_

_

________

_

Address: _________

_

In Memoriam

City/State/Zip: -

• Minota Etta Lancaster Fleming ('22) Newark, Ohio, July 25, 1999

Telephone: _____

• Evelyn Gilles ('28, '56) Houghton, Mich., Aug. 10, 1999

E-Mail Address: ________

• Theone S. Dion (BS '29) Howell, Mich., Sept. 13, 1999
• Ruth E.Saman ('29) Chelsea, Mich., Sept. 4, 1999

-

_

• Robert E. Champe (BA '39) Livonia, Mich., Feb. 2, 1999

- ---------

-

_

_

Student I.D. Number: _____

Place of Employment: ___

_

_

_

_

_

Is This a Promotion? A New Employer? _

• Mabel Hard Ulrich (BS '43) Ypsilanti, Mich., Nov. 1, 1999

Spouse's Name (if alum): _____

• Jerry Steele (BS '62) Plymouth, Mich., Aug. 21, 1999
• Charles G. Pesek (BS '64) Ann Arbor, Mich., Nov. 12, 1999
• Barbara Anne Stokes Koczman (BS '66, MA 71) Sarasota, Fl., July 27,
1999

_

-

-

--

_______

_

• Julia Margaret Freer (BS '43) Tecumseh, Mich., Aug. 25, 1999

_

___

_

_____

_

Position/Title: ____

_

-

_______

_

• Elsie Hornbacher (BS '41) Lansing, Mich., Aug. 13, 1999

• Robert Paul Sauve ('53) Ann Arbor, Mich., Aug. 20, 1999

_
_ __

_

Degree(s) and Year(s): --------

• Chaimer D.Youngs ('35) Normal, Ill., Aug. 9, 1999

;;J ,?-� ,,.� · - t,,.,;, ,\

_

_______

_

_____

_
_

Degree(s) and Year(s): _______

_
_

_

___

_

Significant News About Spouse: _______

_
_

___
_
_

My News (please attach a separate sheet if necessary): _____

• Judith A. Schultz Wissman (BS 71,CE 74) Northville, Mich., July 5,
1999
• John L."Jack" Henderson (BA 72) Chelsea, Mich., Aug. 19, 1999
• Marie L. Hesselschwerdt McVay (BS 74) Tipton, Mich., July 31,
1999
• Debra Jean Bigwood (CU '85, MA '90) Livonia, Mich.,

ov. 6, 1999

• Michael John Byrnes (BA '86) Saline, Mich., Sept. 15, 1999
• Julie Jankowski (BS '91) Toledo, Ohio, Nov. 21, 1999

Please send address changes
or news for CONNECTION to:
EMU Office for Alumni Relations
13 Welch Hall
Ypsilanti, Ml 48197

For your convenience, you also
may e-mail your news to us at:
alumni.relations@emich.edu
or FAX it to 734/487-7009.

L-----------------�
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Alumni Associatioh'9
��,t}
The Alumni Association of Eastern Michigan University has recognized chapters in-state as well as out-of-state.
These chapters hold their own special interest events and activities in addition to those of The Alumni Association.
Some also require chapter dues that will not be included i n your $30 annual Association dues. Ifyou don't see a group
in your area and would like to start your own local chapter, we would be happy to assist you. Please call the Alumni
Relations Office for information at 734/487-0250.
Listed below are the current chapters that have been chartered by The Alumni Association.
Accounting Alumni Chapter
Wayne Nunez '94
61 147 Greenwood
South Lyon, Ml 48178
248/486-3102
Art Alumni Chapter
Anne Rubin, '96
2105 Tuomy Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
734/665-8236
(Fax) 734/487-2324
Black Alumni Chapter
Sylvia Crawford, '82
14821 Stahelin Rd.
Detroit, MI 48223-2218
313/837-5551
Central Arizona Alumni
Chapter
Robert Rudy, '66, '67
22640 N. 42nd Place
Phoenix, AZ 85024
480/473-3661
Chicago Alumni Chapter
Julie Cantwell,'94
1 900 W. Byron #1
Chicago, IL 60613
773/871-8154
(E-Mail) jcantwel@hotmail.com
Dallas/Ft. Worth/MetroPlex
Area Alumni Chapter
Ed Chytil, '82
10104 Shadow Way
Dallas, TX 75243
972/671-3006
(Fax) 214/369-3545
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E-Club Alumni Chapter
Ken Bruchanski, 75
3708 Edinborough
Rochester Hills, Ml 48306
248/377-1083
(E-Mail) bruroch@ftash.net
Gerontology Alumni Chapter
Marie Quayle, '92, '96
2306 Ellsworth #302
Ypsilanti, Ml 48197
734/528-1026
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance Alumni Chapter
Mike Huber, '93
6118 Consear Rd.
Ottawa Lake, Ml
734/850-1314
(E-Mail) mhuber5324@aol.com
Huron Restoration Alumni
Chapter
Tim Faremouth, '96
P.O. Box 1 1 16
Dearborn, Ml 48121-1 1 1 6
313/322-3446
(E-Mail) emuwendat@aol.com
Huron Valley Alumni Chapter
John Chambers, 76, '80
7650 Textile Road
Ypsilanti, Ml 48198
734/485-7785
Kensington Valley Alumni Chapter
Jay Hansen, '82
41139 Rayburn
Northville, Ml 48197
734/420-3386

Latino Alumni Chapter
Irma Casanova, '85
2830 Roundtree
Ypsilanti, Ml 48197
734/434-2074

Nursing Alumni Chapter
Harold Cooley, '92
2700 Loeffler
Chelsea, Ml 481 1 8
734/475-3404

Leadership Alumni Chapter
Dan Orlowski, '93
1 240 Elbridge
Ypsilanti, Ml 48197
313/317-5836

Orlando Alumni Chapter
Allen D. Fazio, '88
12231 Bronson Way
Orlando, FL 32824
407/240-4963
(Fax)407/363-6279

Master of Business Administration
Alumni Chapter
Melonie B. Colaianne, '83, '94
1016 Shannon Ct.,
Northville, Ml 48167
248/347-0056
Master of Public Administration
Alumni Chapter
Maureen Burns, '80, '90
2329 Parkwood
Ann Arbor. Ml 48104
734/973-6664
(Fax) 734/998-6224
(E-Mail) moburns@umich.edu
National Capital Alumni Chapter
James A. Moors, 74
8380 Greensboro #1022
Mclean,VA 22102
703/893-2179
(Fax)448-5824

Student Media Alumni Chapter
JD Booth,74
P.O. Box 61-1565
Port Huron, Ml 48061-1565
579/869-281 1
(E-Mail) jdbooth@ebtech.net
Southern California Alumni
Chapter
Robert Freeland,'42
4800 Williamsburg Lane,
Apt.#223
La Mesa.CA 91941
619/469-4636
Western Wayne County Alumni
Chapter
David P. Artley, 72
8350 Honeytree Blvd.
Canton, Ml 48187
734/459-1352
(Fax)616/373-5363
(E-Mail) dpartl@Kalcounty.com

Chapte
HPERD Alumni Chapter Sponsor's Run/Walk

Young and old came to participate in the second
Victory in Motion SK Run/Walk on Saturday, Oct. 9.
The run/walk was held in conjunction with Homecoming
activities and provided people with the opportunity to
support a good cause and have a great time. VIM is a
chapter event for the Health, P hysical Education,
Recreation and Dance (HPERD) Alumni Chapter and
is dedicated to the memory of former EMU Professor
Linda Hemmelgarn. Hemmelgarn taught in the HPERD
Department for 27 years before she died May 25, 1998,
from ovarian cancer.
This year's event had more than 90 participants. All
proceeds from the event were donated to continue
establishing the Linda Hemmelgarn Endowed
Scholarship. If you are interested in getting involved with
the HPERD Alumni Chapter, call Charlie Chatterton,
734/487-0090, or Mike Huber, 734/850-1314.

•

Latino Alumni Chapter Celebrates Homecoming

The Latino Alumni Chapter held its first Latino
alumni dance at Homecoming Friday, Oct. 8, at the Eagle
Crest Conference Center. Latino alumni, friends and
University supporters came together to join in the fes
tivities of the weekend and Hispanic Heritage Month.
In addition, the Pan American GolfAssociation (PAGA)
provided support. If you are interested in getting involved
with the chapter, contact Irma Casanova at 734/434-2074.
I

From left: Sylvia Guitterez;]avier Hernandez (BS '97), Alumni
Association board member; Romeo Ayala, president ofPAGA; Irma
Casanova (BS '85), president, the Latino Alumni Chapter; and
Dottie Rodriquez (BSN '87) posefor a photo at the event.

Masters of Business Administration Alumni Chapter

The MBA Alumni Chapter hosted a program entitled,
"Entrepreneurship and E-Commerce: A New Frontier,"
at the Eagle Crest Conference Center Thursday, Sept.
30. More than 60 chapter members were in attendance.

From left: Tammy Loy-Smith (MBA '97), Kay Ong
(MBA '98), Steve Schmidt and Tsuyoshi Nakashima
enjoyed the evening's program.

Art Alumni Chapter Open House
Eastern Michigan's recently formed Art Alumni Chap
ter held an open house during Homecoming activities.
Visitors to the campus were invited to view the Ford
Gallery alumni exhibit during the afternoon hours.
The chapter is continuing to seek members who are
graduates of any EMU art program with either under
graduate or graduate degrees. In addition to the open
house and its annual meeting, the chapter plans to hold
an annual exhibit as well as other activities. In the works
is an overnight trip to Chicago for the fall 2000 S.O.F.A.
(Sculptural Objects as Functional Art) Show at Navy Pier.
The group's quarterly newsletter is mailed to all gradu
ates. Contact either the Art Department 734/487-1268
or Art Rockall at 5295 Green Road, Stockbridge, MI
49285 for more information.
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January

Monday, Jan. 1 7
Thursday, Jan. 20
Friday, Jan. 28

February

Saturday, Feb. 5

Saturday, Feb. 1 2
Friday, Feb. 1 8

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
College of Education Alumni Event - Mark Ridley's Comedy Castle
Phoenix, Arizona Outreach
Alumni Association Board o f Directors Meeting - McKenny Union,
Alumni Room, 10 a.m.
EMU Alumni Reception, Convocation Center, 5:30 p.m.
Western Wayne County Alumni Chapter Reception,
Convocation Center, 5 p.m.
Ft. Myers, Florida Outreach

March

Wednesday, March 1 San Diego, California Outreach
Friday, March 3
San Francisco, California Outreach (AASA Conference)
TBD
Boca Raton Outreach and Atlanta Outreach

April

Sunday, April 30

Washington D.C. Outreach
Alumni Association Board of Directors
General Meeting and Annual Meeting, McKenny Union,
Alumni Room, 10 a.m.
Commencement

Saturday, May 13

39th Annual Alumni Awards Dinner, Ypsilanti Marriott

Thursday, April 13
Saturday, April 15

May

If you are interested in getting involved with these events and/or alumni programming in your area, please
call the Office for Alumni Relations, 734/487-0250.
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li,ij"}-_ .� -- - Renew you;;;lumni membershi;today :;;pass this on to a friend. - - '
'/iff,f/fl/1/
The price is $30/year for individual or $45/year for joint membership.
Name:
Joint With:
Address:

Class:

Class:

City/State:

Degree: ____

Degree: ___

Zip: _

Residence Telephone: __________ _ Business Telephone: ________

_

_
_
_

_

_
_

_
_

_
_
_
_

Bu�ne� Name � Address: ------ - - - - - - - -------------E-Mail Address: ---------- - - - - - - -------------)
Chapter Affiliation (if applicable : --- - - - - - - - --------------Check made payable to EMU Alumni Association enclosed for: $ _
______________ or
_
_
Circle One: Visa or MasterCard # _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ Exp. Date: _____ _
Signature as it appears on credit card:

(Return to: The Alumni Association of EMU - 13 Welch Hall, Ypslanti, MI 48197 or FAX to 734/487-7009)
L------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _J
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"Come Back to tre Future"was the theme for Homecoming '99. Alumni, students, faculty and staff
celebrated Homecoming week with more than 35
activities.

The Black Alumni Chapter sponsored a G ·eek Step
Show. The groups performed to a sold-out crowd i n
Bowen Field House.

Teaching Excellence Award winners posed after receiving their awards. Front row, from left:
Mickey Denning accepted the award on tehalf of her late husband Keith Denning
(English), Judy Williston (teacher educatiJn), Deborah Ettington (management),and
Kathleen Stacey (communication). Back ,ow, from left: Alfonso Illingworth-Rico (foreign
languages), Sandra Drake (associated he 31th professions), Robert Maggard (military
science), and Michael Harris (political science). The event was sponsored by the Alumni
Association.

David Wilson II and Monica Jones were
crowned the 1999 Homecoming king and
queen during half-time ceremonies at the
football game.

Twenty-five teams participated in the second
annual Oozeball Mud Volleyball Tournament.

Shawn Shivnen and Ed Sabol, members of Phi Sigma
Kappa; and Bill Schultz (BS '97, MLS '99), worked
together on the first Homecoming Villa Je contest.
Here they pose with their first-place, entry.

The Kensington Valley Alumni Chapter sponsored a
Campus Birthday Station complete wi:h birthday
cake to celebrate EMU's Sesquicentennial.
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Florida Alumni Outreach - Orlando
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Eastern Michigan University
fans made the trip to sunny
Orlando, Fla., Oct. 30, to
watch the Eagles take on the
Central Florida University
Knights at the Florida Citrus
Bowl. The Office for Alumni
Relations hosted a tailgate
prior to the football game.

1. Jean and Robert Robinson enjoyed the day's activities at the Citrus Bowl.
2 Chris (BS '81) and Joan Call made the trip into Orlando from Cooper City, Fla.
3. Michael and Nancy (Norris) Howard (BS '87) attended the football game and cheered on the Eagles.
4. Active alumni members Brian and Frances (Kujda) Giessuebel (BA '83 and 85 '83) enjoyed the camaraderie with other
alumni from the greater Orlando area.
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